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Queen 2010-05-14 legitimizing the queen deals with a genre particular
to the middle ages the specula principum mirror of prince its importance
as an object of study may be understood in light of the political
instability that wracked the castilian fifteenth century the many works
written for and dedicated to isabel i of castile depict her kingdom as a
shipwrecked boat a wayward realm and a land of bankrupt people these
works suggest the kingdom s need for redemption through the strong
leadership of thecatholic monarchs these largely propagandistic works
were designed to garner power and once maintained further isabel s
agenda this book frames the concept of sovereignty from the theoretical
perspective of the speculum principum dedicated to her it offers a
bourdieuian approach to the more literary specula texts used to
legitimize and uphold isabel s power this book reveals propagandistic
qualities promoting the ideology necessary to legitimize and support
isabel s claims to the throne written primarily between 1468 and 1493
these works are literary artifacts that mark the rise to power of a female
sovereign the study discusses the various strategies of legitimation
employed by these propagandists whose works circulated within noble
androyal courts and presumably extended into castile as justification for
her sovereign claim to the throne by analyzing fifteenth century texts
from within a modern critical framework this book reexamines isabel s
position as queen and contributes to the understanding of her shared
sovereignty in a period political and social evolution
Queen 2011 your no fuss guide the the essentials of spanish learning a
new language is a fun and challenging feat for students at every level
perfect for those just starting out or returning to spanish after time
away spanish essentials for dummies focuses on core concepts taught
and tested on in a typical introductory spanish course from adjectives
and adverbs to understanding tenses and asking questions students will
skip the suffering and score high marks at exam time with the help of
spanish essentials for dummies this guide is also a perfect reference for
parents who need to review critical spanish concepts as they help
students with homework assignments as well as for adult learners
headed back to the classroom who just want to be brush up on the core
concepts the essentials for dummies series dummies is proud to present
our new series the essentials for dummies now students who are
prepping for exams preparing to study new material or who just need a
refresher can have a concise easy to understand review guide that
covers an entire course by concentrating solely on the most important
concepts from algebra and chemistry to grammar and spanish our
expert authors focus on the skills students most need to succeed in a
subject
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Legitimizing the Queen 1590 in 1474 a twenty three year old woman
ascended the throne of castile the largest and strongest kingdom in
spain ahead of her lay the considerable challenge not only of being a
young female ruler in an overwhelmingly male dominated world but also
of reforming a major european kingdom that was riddled with crime
corruption and violent political factionism her marriage to ferdinand of
aragon was crucial to her success bringing together as it did two
kingdoms but it was a royal partnership in which isabella more than
held her own her pivotal reign was long and transformative uniting
spain and setting the stage for its golden era of global dominance for by
the time of her death in 1504 isabella had laid the foundations not just
of modern spain but of one of the world s greatest empires acclaimed
historian giles tremlett chronicles the life of isabella of castile as she led
her country out of the murky middle ages and harnessed the newest
ideas and tools of the early renaissance to turn her ill disciplined
quarrelsome nation into a sharper modern state with a powerful clear
minded and ambitious monarch at its centre with authority insight and
flair he relates the story of this legendary if controversial first initiate in
a small club of great european queens that includes elizabeth i of
england russia s catherine the great and britain s queen victoria
Cronica del ... Rey Don Iuan segundo, etc. (Generaciones de los
reyes. Corregida por ... L. Galindez de Carauajal.). 1991 the boldly
original dramatic intertwined story of catherine de medici elisabeth de
valois and mary queen of scots three queens exercising power in a world
dominated by men orphaned from infancy catherine de medici endured a
tumultuous childhood married to the french king she was widowed by
forty only to become the power behind the french throne during a period
of intense civil strife in 1546 catherine gave birth to a daughter
elisabeth de valois who would become queen of spain two years later
catherine welcomed to her nursery the beguiling young mary queen of
scots who would later become her daughter in law together catherine
elisabeth and mary lived through the sea changes that transformed
sixteenth century europe a time of expanding empires religious discord
and populist revolt as concepts of nationhood began to emerge and
ideas of sovereignty inched closer to absolutism they would learn that to
rule as a queen was to wage a constant war against the deeply
entrenched misogyny of their time following the intertwined stories of
the three women from girlhood through young adulthood leah redmond
chang s young queens paints a picture of a world in which a woman
could wield power at the highest level yet remain at the mercy of the
state her body serving as the currency of empire and dynasty sacrificed
to the will of husband family kingdom
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Isabella of Castile 2010-05-17 medieval queens led richly complex lives
and were highly visible women active in a man s world linked to kings by
marriage family and property queens were vital to the institution of
monarchy in this comprehensive and accessible introduction to the
study of queenship theresa earenfight documents the lives and works of
queens and empresses across europe byzantium and the mediterranean
in the middle ages the book introduces pivotal research and sources in
queenship studies and includes exciting and innovative new archival
research highlights four crucial moments across the full span of the
middle ages ca 300 700 1100 and 1350 when christianity education
lineage and marriage law fundamentally altered the practice of
queenship examines theories and practices of queenship in the context
of wider issues of gender authority and power this is an invaluable and
illuminating text for students scholars and other readers interested in
the role of royal women in medieval society
Spanish Essentials For Dummies 2017-02-09 unlike other vocabulary
guides that require the rote memorization of literally thousands of words
this book starts from the premise that using the etymological
connections between spanish and english words their common
derivations from latin greek and other languages is the most effective
way to acquire and remember vocabulary this approach is suitable for
beginners as well as for advanced students teachers of the language will
also find much material that can be used to help motivate their students
to acquire and retain spanish vocabulary spanish vocabulary is divided
into four parts and four annexes part i provides background material on
the origins of spanish and begins the process of presenting spanish
vocabulary part ii presents classical spanish vocabulary words whose
form in both spanish and english is nearly unchanged from latin and
greek part iii deals with popular spanish vocabulary which underwent
significant changes in form and often meaning during the evolution from
latin to spanish a number of linguistic patterns are identified that will
help learners recognize and remember new vocabulary part iv treats a
wide range of themes including words of germanic and arabic origin
numbers time food and animals the family the body and politics annex a
principal exceptions to the simplified gender rule annex b 700 words
whose relations if any to english words are not immediately obvious
annex c cer verbs and related words annex d 4 500 additional words
either individually or in groups with english correspondences
Isabella of Castile 1882 a value packed guide to speaking reading and
writing in spanish spanish all in one for dummies is the first dummies all
in one title in the foreign language category nearly 800 pages of expert
instruction to help people master spanish basics and beyond this
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comprehensive volume features content from all for dummies spanish
language instruction titles including spanish for dummies intermediate
spanish for dummies spanish verbs for dummies and spanish for
dummies audio set the book s audio cd provides readers with an
effective tool to help them start speaking spanish from day one plus the
practical exercises give readers greater confidence in communicating in
spanish whether traveling or in business
A Grammar of the Modern Spanish Language as Now Written and
Spoken in the Capital of Spain 1885 a masterwork by a skilled craftsman
make a vow to read this book new york journal of books isabella is
barely a teenager when she becomes an unwitting pawn in a plot to
dethrone her half brother king enrique suspected of treason and held
captive she treads a perilous path torn between loyalties until at age
seventeen she suddenly finds herself heiress of castile the largest
kingdom in spain plunged into a deadly conflict to secure her crown she
is determined to wed the one man she loves yet who is forbidden to her
fernando prince of aragón as they unite their two realms under one
crown one country one faith isabella and fernando face an impoverished
spain beset by enemies with the future of her throne at stake isabella
resists the zealous demands of the inquisitor torquemada even as she is
seduced by the dreams of an enigmatic navigator named columbus but
when the moors of the southern domain of granada declare war a violent
treacherous battle against an ancient adversary erupts one that will test
all of isabella s resolve her courage and her tenacious belief in her
destiny praise for the queen s vow a beautifully crafted piece of
historical fiction gortner s vivid details blend with his deeply intensive
research to re create isabella and castile in a way that the reader will
find compelling and immersive bringing not just the queen but the whole
nation to life rt book reviews a fascinating story through his creative and
spellbinding storytelling gortner s readers come to know isabella
intimately in mind heart and body as she lives through a tumultuous
time her intense longing to be the determiner of her own unique destiny
wichita falls times record news a novel of triumph as isabella vanquishes
her enemies one by one she is a very human and appealing character
the roanoke times politically charged passionate a well researched
intriguing historical bookreporter
A grammar of the modern Spanish language 2023-08-15 her name
is undoubtedly less familiar than that of her grandmother eleanor of
aquitaine or that of her famous conqueror son fernando iii yet during
her lifetime berenguela of castile 1180 1246 was one of the most
powerful women in europe as queen consort of alfonso ix of león she
acquired the troubled boundary lands between the kingdoms of castile
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and león and forged alliances with powerful nobles on both sides even
after her marriage was dissolved she continued to strengthen these
connections as a member of her father s court on her brother s death
she inherited the castilian throne outright and then remarkably elevated
her son to kingship at the same time using her assiduously cultivated
alliances berenguela ruled alongside fernando and set into motion the
strategy that in 1230 would result in his acquisition of the crown of león
and the permanent union of castile and león in the queen s hand janna
bianchini explores berenguela s extraordinary lifelong partnership with
her son and examines the means through which she was able to build
and exercise power bianchini contends that recognition of berenguela as
a powerful reigning queen by nobles bishops ambassadors and popes
shows the key participation of royal women in the western iberian
monarchy demonstrating how royal women could wield enormous
authority both within and outside their kingdoms bianchini reclaims
berenguela s place as one of the most important figures of the iberian
middle ages
Young Queens 1682 in secrets of pinar s game roger boase deciphers a
card game completed in 1496 for queen isabel prince juan her
daughters and her 40 court ladies this book reveals information about
the court culture that cannot be found in official sources
Los Reyes de Aragon en anales historicos, distribuidos en dos
partes 2017-09-16 a transnational comparison of women rulers and
women s sovereignty throughout europe
Testamentos de los reyes de la casa de Austria 1614 this text provides a
comprehensive guide to the forms and structures of the spanish spoken
and written in spain and latin america examples have been introduced
drawing on contemporary spanish and latin american usage
Queenship in Medieval Europe 2008-12-01 for many years a new
reference grammar of modern spanish has been trusted by students and
teachers as the standard english language reference grammar of
spanish now updated to include the latest findings of the royal spanish
academy s official grammar book la nueva gramática de la lengua
española making a new reference grammar of modern spanish fifth
edition even more relevant to students and teachers of spanish key
features of this fifth edition include a guide to the book enabling you to
make the most of this new edition new vocabulary such as topical and
technological terms bringing you up to date with contemporary spoken
spanish more latin american spanish ensuring world wide coverage
aclearer guidance to recommended usage advice on the academy s
latest spelling rules whether a student or a teacher of spanish you can
be sure that this fifth edition of a new reference grammar of modern
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spanish will provide you with a comprehensive cohesive and clear guide
to the forms and structures of spanish as it is written and spoken today
in spain and latin america
Constituciones Synodales del Arcobispado de Los Reyes en el Piru. ...
Hechas y ordenadas por ... B. Lobo Guerrero, ... y publicadas en la
synodo diocesana que su Senoria illustrissima celebro en la dicha ciudad
en el año del Señor de 1613 2009-08-10 this third edition of this text
presents the major grammatical contrasts between english and spanish
in a simple and direct manner that is ideal for teachers of either
language this book addresses difficult grammatical topics for the english
speaker such as the question of aspect preterit imperfect and the
spanish rorindicative subjunctive the english modal auxiliary system and
other challenging topics for the spanish speaker this reworked and
expanded edition presents a complete inventory of all the major inter
lingual contrasts emphasizing those contrasts that pose difficulties for
teachers and students alike the text features numerous exercises and
new with this edition an extensive glossary of grammatical terms answer
key available for download from the features tab on the publisher s
website rowman com isbn 9780761863755 bilingual grammar of english
spanish syntax with exercises and a glossary of grammatical terms 3rd
edition
Spanish Vocabulary 2012-06-12 a king travels examines the scripting
and performance of festivals in spain between 1327 and 1620 offering
an unprecedented look at the different types of festivals that were held
in iberia during this crucial period of european history bridging the gap
between the medieval and early modern eras teofilo ruiz focuses on the
travels and festivities of philip ii exploring the complex relationship
between power and ceremony and offering a vibrant portrait of spain s
cultural and political life ruiz covers a range of festival categories
carnival royal entries tournaments calendrical and noncalendrical
celebrations autos de fe and corpus christi processions he probes the
ritual meanings of these events paying special attention to the use of
colors and symbols and to the power relations articulated through these
festive displays ruiz argues that the fluid and at times subversive
character of medieval festivals gave way to highly formalized and
hierarchical events reflecting a broader shift in how power was
articulated in late medieval and early modern spain yet ruiz contends
that these festivals while they sought to buttress authority and instruct
different social orders about hierarchies of power also served as sites of
contestation dialogue and resistance a king travels sheds new light on
iberian festive traditions and their unique role in the centralizing state
in early modern castile
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Spanish All-in-One For Dummies 2012-08-16 a study and edition of one
of the most ignored works of early spanish literature because of its
strong sexual content this work examines the social ideology that
conditioned the reactions of people to the events it describes as well as
fernando de rojas s masterpiece celestina
The Queen's Vow 2017-06-06 the first systematic study of the practice
of royal self coronations from late antiquity to the present
The Queen's Hand 2009 this is the first essay collection to examine the
relation between text and gender in spain from a broad geographical
social and cultural perspective covering more than 300 years the
contributors examine women and the construction of gender
thematically dealing with the areas of politics law religion sexuality
literature and economics and in a variety of social categories from
christians and moriscas queens and merchants peasants and visionaries
heretics and madwomen the essays cover different regions in the
spanish monarchy including andalusia aragon castile catalonia valencia
and spanish america from the fifteenth century through to the
eighteenth century women texts and authority in early modern spain
focuses on two central themes gender relations in the shaping of family
and community life and women s authority in spheres of power the
representation of women in a variety of texts such as poetry court cases
or even account books illustrate the multifaceted world in which women
lived constantly choosing and negotiating their identities the appeal of
this collection is not limited to scholars of spanish history and literature
it is deliberately designed to address the issue of how gender relations
were constructed in the formation of modern society and therefore will
be of interest to scholars of women s and gender history generally
because of the emphasis on how this construction occurs in texts the
collection will also be attractive to scholars interested in literary studies
and or print culture
Secrets of Pinar's Game (2 vols) 1962 in the medieval and early
modern periods spain shaped a global empire from scattered territories
spanning europe africa and the americas historians either have studied
this empire piecemeal one territory at a time or have focused on
monarchs endeavoring to mandate the allegiance of far flung territories
to the crown for yuen gen liang these approaches do not adequately
explain the forces that connected the territories that the spanish empire
comprised in family and empire liang investigates the horizontal ties
created by noble family networks whose members fanned out to conquer
and subsequently administer key territories in spain s mediterranean
realm liang focuses on the fernández de córdoba family a clan based in
andalusia that set out on mobile careers in the spanish empire at the
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end of the fifteenth century members of the family served as military
officers viceroys royal councilors and clerics in algeria navarre toledo
granada and at the royal court liang shows how over the course of four
generations their service vitally transformed the empire as well as the
family the fernández de córdoba established networks of kin and clients
that horizontally connected disparate imperial territories binding
together religious communities christians muslims and jews and political
factions comunero rebels and french and ottoman sympathizers into an
incorporated imperial polity liang explores how at the same time
dedication to service shaped the personal lives of family members as
they uprooted households realigned patronage ties and altered identities
that for centuries had been deeply rooted in local communities in order
to embark on imperial careers
The Rule of Women in Early Modern Europe 2014-02-04 mary in our
life an atlas of the names and titles of mary the mother of jesus and their
place in marian devotion presents the 1 969 names titles and
appellations used to identify the blessed virgin mary over the centuries
in terms of their history and related events within these titles and their
history can be seen the official and private attitudes and prejudices of
the times government pressures conflicts and interdictions internal
problems within the catholic church and startling examples of
dedication devotion and piety taken together marian titles are a real life
story of the catholic faith
The American Aberdeen-Angus Herd-book 2013-09-05 scripts of
blackness shows how the early modern mass media of theatre and
performance culture at large helped turn blackness into a racial
category that is into a type of difference justifying emerging social
hierarchies and power relations in a new world order driven by
colonialism and capitalism in this book noémie ndiaye explores the
techniques of impersonation used by white performers to represent afro
diasporic people in england france and spain in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries using a comparative and transnational framework
she reconstructs three specific performance techniques black up
cosmetic blackness blackspeak acoustic blackness and black dances
kinetic blackness in order to map out the poetics of those techniques
and track a number of metaphorical strains that early modern playtexts
regularly associated with them those metaphorical strains the titular
scripts of blackness of this book operated across national borders and
constituted resources as they provided spectators and participants with
new ways of thinking about the afro diasporic people who lived or could
would ultimately live in their midst those scripts were often gendered
and hinged on notions of demonization exclusion exploitation
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animalization commodification sexualization consensual enslavement
misogynoir infantilization and evocative association with other racialized
minorities scripts of blackness attempts to grasp the stories that
western europeans told themselves through performative blackness and
the effects of those fictions on early modern afro diasporic subjects
A New Reference Grammar of Modern Spanish, 4th Edition 2014-06-13
A New Reference Grammar of Modern Spanish 2012-03-25
Bilingual Grammar of English-Spanish Syntax 1960
A King Travels 2015
American Aberdeen-Angus Herd Book 2020-06-11
Carajicomedia 1898
Medieval Self-Coronations 2017-07-05
The Architectural Review 2011-09-21
Women, Texts and Authority in the Early Modern Spanish World 1829
Family and Empire 2011-08-12
A Classical Grammar of the English Language 1766
Mary in Our Life 1766
A New Spanish Grammar Or The Elements of the Spanish
Language ... 1792
A new Spanish grammar; or, The elements of the Spanish
language, etc 1777
A New Spanish Grammar 2022-09-20
A new Spanish Grammar ... Second edition 1968
Scripts of Blackness 1832
The National Survey of Historic Sites and Buildings
Matias de los Reyes. Don Christoval Lozano. Luis Veliz de Guavara.
Isidro de Robles. Alonzo del Castillo Salorzano
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